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ABSTRACT
Recently, threat intelligence and security tools have been augmented to use the timely and relevant security information extracted from social media. However, both ordinary users and malicious actors may spread misinformation, which can misguide not
only the end-users but also the threat intelligence tools. In this work,
for the first time, we study the prevalence of cybersecurity and privacy misinformation on social media, focusing on two different
topics: phishing websites and Zoom’s security & privacy. We collected
Twitter posts that were warning users about phishing websites and
tried to verify these claims. We found about 22% of these tweets
to be not valid claims. We then investigated posts about Zoom’s
security and privacy on multiple platforms, including Instagram,
Reddit, Twitter, and Facebook. To detect misinformation related
to Zoom, we first created a groundtruth dataset and a taxonomy
of misinformation and identified the textual and contextual features to be used for training classifiers to detect posts that discuss
the security and privacy of Zoom and detect misinformation. Our
classifiers showed great performance, e.g., Reddit and Facebook
misinformation classifier reached an accuracy of 99% while Twitter
and Instagram reached an accuracy of 98%. Employing these classifiers on the posts from Instagram, Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter,
we found that respectively about 3%, 10%, 4% and 0.4% of Zoom’s
security and privacy posts as misinformation. This highlights the
need for social media platforms to dedicate resources to curb the
spread of misinformation, and for data-driven security tools to propose methods to minimize the impact of such misinformation on
their performance.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, cybersecurity experts use social media to publish the
threat information in real-time. For example, recent research has
shown that 25% of vulnerabilities appear on social media before
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [6]. As a result, social
media is seen as a source for extracting timely and relevant security
information, and numerous threat intelligence tools, such as SpiderFoot [21] and IntelMQ [19], collect open source intelligence from
them. Scholars [25, 60, 63, 64, 77, 84, 87] have also proposed methods
for identifying new vulnerabilities from social media and updating
security databases.
Additionally, social media is used by non-cybersecurity experts
to express their concerns over the security and privacy of new
technologies. For example, with the surge in the use of video conferencing tools, such as Zoom [7] during the pandemic, came the
concerns about the company handling of security and privacy of
its user base. Users discuss issues, such as Zoombombing [14], and
private Zoom meetings that can be available to the public [8]. Such
discussions can affect how users use these technologies, and how
companies address these concerns [50].
Prior work has extensively studied misinformation related to political news [59, 74, 83, 86, 104] and public health [31, 51, 54, 62, 68].
While the spread of political and health related posts might have
roots in people’s political and cultural views and beliefs, in this paper, we investigate if misinformation on technological topics, such
as emerging security and privacy threats, are prevalent. Misinformation in general, can misguide end users, but misinformation about
cybersecurity and privacy can also mislead data-driven security
tools, such as anti-phishing and malware detection tools.
In this work, for the first time, we examine the correctness of
Twitter posts about newly detected phishing websites. We define a
claim about phishing website misinformation if the phishing link
provided in the tweet refers to a benign website, and therefore the
report is false. We chose to examine inaccurate reports about phishing websites, because: first, phishing is one of the most common
threats on the web [4, 20], second, many of the anti-phishing tools
rely on reports provided by Internet users [1, 5, 15, 17]. False reports
about websites can have various consequences, but the most immediate effect is the decrease in the websites’ visits, especially if these
websites are added to blocklists used by anti-phishing websites. For
investigating the correctness of such phishing reports on social
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media, we employ a multi-step approach, which includes obtaining
tweets about phishing, extracting unique URLs, and then regularly
checking them via VirusTotal [11], on PhishTank [5] and manually.
As a second case study, we examine the correctness of Instagram,
Reddit, Facebook & Twitter posts about Zoom’s security and privacy
threats. During the global outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
society has found ways to connect via online video calling apps,
such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype, etc. During this time, we

Figure 1: Claim about Zoom

also observed a great number of discussions on the security and
privacy threats of these technological tools. Not all the discussions
were accurate. We define a post about Zoom’s security and privacy
threats as misinformation if it fails the criteria of providing any supporting evidence from trusted sources, or if it provides information
that is fully or partially in contrast with that of trusted sources. For
example, Figure 1 shows a claim that Zoom is a “Chinese spying
tool.” However, the author has not provided any supporting evidence, also, the tweet claims that Zoom does not use any encryption
service, which is not true on the date this tweet was posted (see
this article [12]). For investigating the correctness of such claims,
we employed a multi-step approach, by first obtaining posts from
Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, and Twitter, second, creating a ground
truth dataset, third, identifying the features that make misinformation posts distinguishable from accurate posts, and finally using
the features to build a classifier that detects misinformation. To
identify features, we first created a taxonomy of misinformation
in our groundtruth dataset using the open coding technique [41],
analyzed the meta-data obtained from the posts and authors, and
examined the textual and linguistic features.
With these two case studies,our goal is to understand if this
is a real problem that needs to be considered and mitigated by
data-driven security tools that try to enhance their systems using
data obtained from social media, and by social media platforms to
minimize the spread of misinformation.
Thus, in this paper, we have the following contributions:
(1) For the first time, we studied the problem of misinformation
about phishing claims on social media and showed that they
are prevalent on Twitter.
(2) We presented a new annotated groundtruth dataset for security & privacy issues regarding Zoom, and a Zoom misinformation taxonomy based on the open source coding.
(3) We developed classifiers that detect misinformation about
Zoom’s security and privacy on four different social media
platforms and they all showed very good performances.
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(4) Through our analysis, we found that misinformation about
Zoom’s security and privacy is prevalent on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Reddit.

2

RELATED WORK

Obtaining new cyberecurity threats from social media. Recently, some works have proposed using social media, such as
Twitter and Facebook, as the main source of identifying new vulnerabilities. Alves et al. [25] introduced a Twitter streaming threat
monitor that generates a continuously updated summary of the
threat landscape related to a monitored infrastructure. Okutan et
al. [77] integrated tweets with posts from the GDELT news service
and Hackmageddon to detect new threats related to one of three
topics: Defacement, Denial of Service, and Malicious Email/URL.
Sabottke et al. [87] performed a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the vulnerability-related information disseminated on Twitter.
Sapienza et al. [89] introduced a system that leverages the communication of malicious actors on the darkweb, as well as activity of
cyber security experts on Twitter to automatically generate warnings of imminent or current cyber-threats.
Misinformation Detection in Social Media. A large body of
work has tried detecting fake political news [40, 96, 97, 111], investigating various linguistic features [44, 52, 69] as well as deep neural
networks [37, 58, 59, 105]. In recent months, scholars have analyzed
misinformation related to COVID-19 [53, 62, 67, 91, 98]. Brennen
et al. [31] identified some of the main types, sources, and claims
of COVID-19 misinformation. The authors found that the majority
of misinformation on social media came from ordinary people. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first longitudinal & data
driven study to find misinformation about security claims made
on Twitter about a website being “phishing” and claims made on
social media that “Zoom” is a security and privacy threat.
Phishing websites. Researchers have extensively addressed
phishing attacks by: (1) studying several techniques used by the
attackers [24, 28, 32, 34, 42, 46, 47, 66, 100], (2) determining how
phishing detection measures fare against these attacks [26, 35, 45,
61, 76, 81, 85, 88, 94, 103, 106, 110], and, 3) investigating a myriad of
obfuscation strategies used by the attackers to prevent detection by
these prevention tools. For detecting phishing websites, researchers
have proposed mechanisms that rely on URL blocklists [23, 27, 70,
75, 95, 99, 101] , and machine learning [48, 80, 82, 88, 108].

3

ANALYSIS OF PHISHING REPORTS

In this section, we focus on security warnings related to phishing
websites and study the presence and prevalence of misinformation
and disinformation about these websites on Twitter. We conduct
our study on Twitter because of its popularity and accessibility, and
its extensive use by security experts [60, 84, 87]. To detect misinformation, we identified benign websites that are falsely reported
as phishing by Twitter users. Collecting such tweets then we tried
to validate these claims. Figure 2 shows our framework, that we developed for detecting phishing misinformation, with the following
modules: (1) Collection of tweets, (2) Pre-processing and filtering,
(3) URL extraction, and (4) Checking the URLs via VirusToal and
obtaining their labels, i.e., malicious or benign.
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1. Collection of Tweets
with keyword " Phishing"

2. Preprocessing &
filtering collected Tweets

After Data Collection is Done

3. Extraction of URLs

4. Check unique URLs
via VirusTotal

5. Check benign URLs on
Phishtank

6. Manually inspect the
benign URL

Figure 2: The framework developed for detecting phishing misinformation on Twitter

(1) Collection of tweets: First module using the Twitter streaming
API [9] collected 1% sample of daily tweets on Twitter that include
the keyword phishing, from January 11, 2021, to April 11, 2021. (2)
Pre-processing and filtering: Second module filtered tweets to
obtain those that were posted on the same day, as the Twitter API
provides tweets posted over the last 7 days. (3) URL extraction:
After manually inspecting a random sample of 100 tweets, we found
that many “phishing” tweets are educational, and are about phishing
threats in general, or provide some stories about phishing events.
We also found that the tweets with phishing reports usually include
the obfuscated URL of the potential phishing website, e.g., using
“hxxps[:]//xyz[.]com,” or “hXXp:[//]xyz[dot]com.” Therefore, the
third module employed regular expressions to retrieve the tweets
with obfuscated URLs and obtain those tweets claiming about specific websites being phishing websites. We manually checked the
obtained tweets and found that the precision of this module is 1,
and our final dataset only includes tweets with phishing claims.
Finally, we extracted the URLs from these tweets to be validated.
Final Dataset: Our aggregated dataset includes about 165K
tweets with the keyword “phishing,” from which 17,770 tweets
are phishing claims. Since we obtained only phishing claims with
obfuscated URLs, our analysis provides an estimate of the prevalence of misinformation regarding phishing websites on Twitter.
After data collection, on May 3, 2021, the following modules were
employed: (4) Checking unique URLs via VirusToal: This module evaluated the URLs daily by passing them through VirusTotal
API [10]. VirusTotal provides aggregated results for an URL obtained from 80 scan engines by third-party security vendors. Given
a particular URL, the API [11] returns the labels from all the vendors, and it shows the number of scan engines that detected the
URL as malicious and benign. Previous work [56, 79] has pointed
out that VirusTotal is slow in updating its database and hence there
is a high probability that a website that was flagged as benign on
the first day, be flagged malicious later on. To overcome this limitation, the module employed VirusTotal three weeks after the last
day of data collection. Using the results from VirusTotal, the module labeled each URL either as benign or malicious. (5) Checking
benign URLs on PhishTank: Since anti-phishing engines can
misclassify malicious URLs as benign, this module further passed
all the URLs labeled as benign to PhishTank. PhishTank [5] is a
free community-based site, where anyone can submit phishing reports. These reports are then validated by some human verifiers,
and added to/ removed from the database.
We assume that if a website is active, benign, and not reported
to Phishtank, then with a high probability they are misinformation.
(6) Manual inspection of benign URLs: Since it is also possible
that the malicious URLs have not been reported to the PhishTank,
additionally, we manually checked the benign URLs. Particularly,
on a virtual machine, we checked whether the URL is mimicking a

login page or prompting users to download something (commonly
known as Drive-by-Download).
Final Results: Table 1 shows our final dataset. We found a union
set of 11,472 users who posted 17,770 phishing reports on Twitter.
In total, among 10,578 unique URLs, we identified 9,603 as malicious
and 975 (about 9%) as benign, which are corresponding to 13,875 and
3,895 tweets, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that about 9%
of all obfuscated URLs, and about 22% of tweets, are misinformation.
We also found that 11,472 unique users with true and 148 unique
users with false claims, with 124 users posting a mix of true and
false claims.
Our results show that the spread of misinformation about phishing websites in social media is very comparable with that of misinformation in other domains, specifically health misinformation.
For example, previous scholarships [29, 39, 71] have found a similar
prevalence of misinformation about vaccines (24%, 25%, and 25%,
respectively).

3.1

Accounts and Campaign Characterization

We study the visibility of false phishing claims in terms of the
number of followers and retweets. We also identify and characterize
campaigns against benign websites that are claimed to be phishing.
3.1.1 Descriptive Statistics. Table 2 statistically describes the user
accounts with true and false claims, i.e., those whose claims about
phishing websites were labeled as true or false, accordingly. If a
user had posted both true and false claims, we considered them
in both sets. We compared the account characteristics of users
with true claims vs. false claims. To compare features, such as
Followers, Friends, & Tweets, we ran Mann-Whitney U tests because
they do not follow a normal distribution. We could not reject the
null hypothesis that users with false and true claims have the same
distribution of followers counts, friends count, and tweet counts.
We ran chi-square test for the verified variable, and could not reject
the null hypothesis. We also compared the account characteristics
of these users with random Twitter users and found users posting
about phishing have different characteristics than random users.
The results are presented in Appendix A.1.
3.1.2 Spread of Misinformation: Followers Count. The first viewers of misinformation are followers of the accounts posting false
claims. From Table 2, you can see that a user with false claims has
had about 35K followers on the date of collection, and the mean
number of followers is about 2K. On May 3rd, we obtained the list
of followers. We could not obtain the union set of all followers,
because about 34 accounts have made their profiles protected since
our data collection. In total, these accounts have 172K followers.
Interestingly, we found that most accounts posting misinformation
are following each other, and only 40 of such accounts were not
following other accounts in our false claim dataset. For example,
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Table 1: We found 22% of phishing reports to be misinformation, as they were inaccurately reported as phishing websites.
No. of
Tweets
17,770

Unique
Users
11,472

Unique
URLs
10,578

Malicious
URLs
9,603

Benign
URLs
975 (9%)

Malicious
Tweets
13,875

Benign Tweets
(Misinformation)
3,895 (22%)

Accounts with
true claims
11,200

Accounts with
false claims
148

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of our final datasets.

Min

Max

Median

Mean

Min

Max

Median

Followers
Friends
Tweets
Verified

6,210
1,347
29,972
0.02

0
0
1
0

∼ 12𝑀
∼ 275𝐾
∼ 3.4𝑀
1

302
416
4,883
NA

2,049
1,264
60,293
0.01

0
0
6
0

∼ 35𝐾
∼ 22𝐾
∼ 2.2𝑀
1

426
458
5,426
NA
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Figure 4: Histogram of retweets and tweets for false claims.
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Figure 5: Histogram of users based on false claim rate
Figure 3: Communities detected in false claim dataset

one such account was following 37 other accounts with false claims
which was the highest count. Our analysis showed that a lot of
accounts (about 3%) echoed the false claim (misinformation) and
hence further increasing the dissemination of misinformation.
3.1.3 Spread of Misinformation: Campaigns. We constructed a network based on following relationships between all users in our false
claim dataset using the Louvain Community Detection method [30].
We considered a directed graph as (x,y) ∈ E does not necessarily
mean that (y,x) ∈ E. Figure 3 shows the communities that were
detected. In total, our network has 121 nodes and 618 edges. This
is only a subset of the users, as we were not able to obtain the
followers of 34 accounts. The average weighted degree is 5.1. The
longest shortest path or network diameter between nodes is 9, and
the average path length from one randomly selected node to another is 2.47. In total, we were able to obtain 6 communities which
are shown in different colors such as, pink (37 nodes), green (34
nodes), purple (22 nodes), red (22 nodes), blue (4 nodes), and light
green (2 nodes).
The biggest community shown in pink has 30.58% of all the
nodes, while the smallest community shown in light green has only
2 nodes. Interestingly, we found that 66 accounts posted the same
false claims in their community. Also, the community shown in
pink contributes to about 51% of the false claims.
3.1.4 Spread of Misinformation: Retweets Count. To capture the
spread of false phishing claims beyond an account’s followers, we
studied retweet counts for each false claim. Retweets can indicate
agreement, endorsement, and even trust [72], therefore retweeting

the false claims can even cause higher damage, as people might trust
the content more. Figure 4a shows the histogram of the number of
retweets for URLs with false claims. Interestingly, we found that
764 (67%) of all URLs with false claims were retweeted more than
once. This can show that: first, some Twitter users have already had
some level of trust in the accounts posting the false phishing claims,
and second, the followers of users, who retweeted the claims, might
trust the content even more as two accounts have posted it.
3.1.5 Campaign Detection: Campaigns against Specific Websites.
Figure 4b shows the histogram of tweet counts for all the websites
in our false claimed dataset. While most of the websites have been
falsely reported in only one tweet, there are some campaigns where
a phishing claim against a specific website has been tweeted multiple times. We identified 32 URLs, that were tweeted more than 3
times, by a total of 24 unique users. This suggests the existence of
campaigns against specific websites.
3.1.6 Campaign Detection: Users with Many False Claims. Figure 5
shows the histogram of users with false claims divided by their total
number of phishing claims. We found that only a small number of
users have posted many phishing claims. Interestingly, we found
one user with 650 false claims and 3K true claims. About 78% of
the users in our dataset, i.e., 8,942 users, have only true claims,
while 29 users have only false claims. Also, 502 (4.37%) users have
a false claim rate of around 0.5. Almost all of these users have an
equal amount of tweets, i.e., one true claim and one false claim (310
users) or two true claims and two false claims (174 users). Users
that have only posted false claims are suspicious and they might
have maliciously and deliberately sent these tweets.
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ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL MEDIA DISCUSSIONS
ABOUT ZOOM’S SECURITY AND PRIVACY

In this section, we focus on social media discussions around Zoom’s
security and privacy during the COVID-19 pandemic and study
the presence and prevalence of misinformation regarding it on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit. Analyzing public data
from multiple social media platforms can help us to investigate how
misinformation is circulated differently on these platforms.
To detect misinformation posts in each social media platform,
we developed a binary classifier specific to that platform. Figure 6
shows the steps that were employed for building such classifiers: (1)
Data collection, (2) Groundtruth and taxonomy creation, (3) Feature
selection, (4) Training and testing classifiers, and (5) Detecting the
misinformation in each platform.

4.1

Data Collection

In order to collect data from Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, and
Twitter, we used the “posts/search” endpoint of the CrowTangle
API [102]. The CrowdTangle API provides about 2% of all public
Facebook groups and pages, 2M+ public Instagram pages, and about
20K+ of most active sub-reddits [22].
using the Observatory on Social Media API [38], which allows
us to search tweets from the Decahose, a 10% random sample of
public tweets.
We restricted our data to English and from June 1, 2019, to Nov.
30, 2020, because we wanted to see if users were discussing security
and privacy issues of Zoom before the pandemic, and how the discussions changed when the pandemic started. We initially obtained
posts that include the keyword Zoom.
Table 3: The number of posts in each platform
Platform
Instagram
Facebook
Reddit
Twitter

2019
42,639
167,718
21,250
4,051

2020
422,874
4,537,280
134,866
114,420

After filtering
6,885
74,590
9,167
8,127

Pre-processing and filtering: Table 3 shows the data collected from
the four platforms. Since we collected the posts that included the
keyword “Zoom,” our dataset contained many posts not talking
about security and privacy. To find additional keywords, we used
the snowball sampling technique [43]. We started by using a couple of seed keywords, including Zoom, Security, and Privacy. We
then extracted posts from our dataset for the month of March for
each respective platform. Using the seed keywords, we iteratively
identified potential keywords that frequently co-occur with the
seeds, adding them to our seed list only after manually ensuring
they are closely related to our topic. After saturation was reached,
we manually combined keywords into composites. In total, we identified 18 such keywords, namely, Zoom Malware, Zoom Phishing,
Zoom Virus, Zoom Security, Zoom Exploit, Zoom Hijacking, Zoom
Bug, Zoom Hackers, Zoom Privacy, Zoom Backdoor, Zoom Hacked,
Zoom Security Bug, Zoom Windows, Zoom Passwords, Zoom Windows Steal, Zoombombing, and Zoom Data. We then used our new
expanded keyword list, to filter out the posts. The last column of
Table 3 shows the final dataset that was obtained after our filtering.
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4.2

Groundtruth Dataset

4.2.1 Groundtruth Creation. For training the classifiers, we first
manually labeled a subset of the posts on each platform to create
a groundtruth dataset. Creating a groundtruth is not a trivial task
because we need to verify the correctness of claims and discussions.
We used the following three criteria to label the posts: (a) The post is
talking about “Zoom,” (b) The post is talking about Zoom’s security
or privacy, and (c) The post is either providing some evidence, i.e.,
links, videos, etc., from reputable blogs or articles that are verifiable,
or not providing supporting evidence, but we could verify the claims
by cross-checking them with the reputable sources. For that, we
checked the post context and ran a Google search to determine if
the post context is already addressed by the company or reputable
sources and if the claim can be validated. Using these criteria, we
defined three labels: (1) Zoom’s security and privacy: if a post satisfies
all of the above mentioned criteria, (2) Misinformation: if the third
criteria is not satisfied, and (3) Irrelevant: if it fails to satisfy either
first or second criteria.
Some examples of the posts that were labeled are shown in
Table 11 in Appendix A.2.
4.2.2 Annotation Process. To hand-label the posts, two authors
annotated 13,200 posts (3,300 randomly chosen posts from each of
Twitter, Instagram, Facebook & Reddit). For inconsistent results,
coders discussed how to resolve disagreements. To assess the intercoder reliability, we performed a Cohen-Kappa test [90]. The interrater agreement measured with Kappa score was 0.972, which shows
almost perfect agreement. Table 4 shows the groundtruth dataset
that was obtained after the annotation. We can observe that there
are a significant number of irrelevant posts in our dataset, however,
we do find evidence of misinformation in our dataset. We found 23
instances of users inviting other users to “Zoombomb” their classes
or meetings. We found that 20 of these targets were for the platform
Zoom, while the remaining three were for Google Meet [16].
Table 4: The size of groundtruth datasets per platform.

Platform
Instagram
Facebook
Reddit
Twitter

4.3

Zoom security & privacy
545
560
1,045
1,865

Misinformation
15
42
16
36

Irrelevant
2,740
2,734
2,234
1,468

Taxonomy Creation

Taxonomies help in understanding and representing data into categories and subcategories. Prior work has successfully implemented
taxonomies to better understand the targets and the types of fake
news and hate speech in the online discourse [57, 73, 109]. This motivates our research to build a taxonomy for misinformation about
Zoom’s security and privacy threats, so that we can understand
their types and targets, and also can use the information about their
categories and properties as features for classifying the posts.
We created a taxonomy of misinformation about Zoom’s security
and privacy threats, applying the open coding process [41]. Following this process, one of the authors coded the misinformation
posts identified in the previous subsection until no new categories
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2. Pre-process of data

3. Textual and contextual
feature extraction
Textual features:

Pre-processing of data
Creating a groundtruth
dataset

Creating a taxonomy of
misinformation posts

4. Building the
classifiers
Build the model,
K-cross validation

TF-IDF

Contextual features:

Train and classify
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privacy posts
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Verified,etc.

Account based:
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Classify
misinformation posts
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5. Detecting
misinformation in
each platform
Misinformation
growth in platform
Campaigns
detection
Apply classifer on
real world data to
detect misinformation

Figure 6: The framework developed for detecting Zoom security & privacy misinformation.

emerged. To improve the quality of the categories, we used an iterative process [36], so that new categories were added, or existing
ones were reorganized. To create the taxonomy, we followed certain
guidelines: (1) Read through the posts, and identify themes and
sub-themes; (2) While creating the categories, identify the motive
and meaning of the post; and (3) Consider various features that can
help in the identification of categories.
Table 5: Description of Categories in Taxonomy

Category
Accusation

Description
Accusing various countries and/or businesses of wrongdoing without relevant evidence.

Misleading

Misleading the audience, promoting and solidifying a
myth that rejects accepted narrative, is aligned towards
one way of thinking and draws conclusions based on a
limited number of facts.

Sources

Providing altered videos or photos that are not in the
context to create confusion; posting URLs that are invalid or are redirected to a third party site.

Structural

Post has all CAPS headline and content, and misspelling
in the content.

Network

Has a large audience, is verified by the platform. Two
or more sources show the same news with the same
context over time.

Security

Post is about fake Zoombombing attacks, sponsors notion that using Zoom leads to hacking, data theft, leads
to the backdoor for NSA, is malware and suggests no
encryption used for chats and using Zoom leads to
phishing attacks.

Privacy

Post suggests that users are being watched by government, promotes that user data is being mined by other
companies, and sponsors the notion that since no encryption, anyone can read your chats.

Figure 7 shows the hierarchical structure of the taxonomy. The
taxonomy has 4 main classes (sources, structural, network & post
type), 4 sub-classes for post type class, i.e., accusation, misleading,
security & privacy, and 22 subcategories in total. Table 5 gives a
high level overview of the description of each of the classes. We discovered 4 main topics: (i) Sources: Posts which provide misleading
sources videos, URLs or invalid links to other sites, (ii) Structural:
Posts containing irregularities in the content like misspellings or

written in capitalization, (iii) Network: Relates to the reach or perceived audience of the author, and (iv) Post Type: subdivided into 3
categories talking about security related or privacy terms and text
containing logic flaws, biased authors, or propagating conspiracy.
After saturation, two authors coded the 206 posts that were
labeled as misinformation. To find the agreement score, we gave a
value of 1, if two or more coders had a perfect agreement, otherwise,
we divided the number of labels where two or more coders agreed
by the number of possible values. Using this methodology, we found
a substantial agreement of 72.3%.
The distribution of these posts among different classes are: Sources
(78), Structural (56), Network (12), Accusation (69), Misleading (65),
Security (194), and Privacy (98). Note that one post could be assigned to multiple classes.
Interestingly, during our manual labeling, we found that two
accounts, i.e., NTD News & Epoch Times, were constantly sharing
the same news, with the same content. New York Times in an
investigation found that The publication and its affiliates employed a
novel strategy that involved creating dozens of Facebook pages, filling
them with feel-good videos and viral clickbait, and using them to sell
subscriptions and drive traffic back to its partisan news coverage [18].

4.4

Detecting Posts about Zoom’s Security and
Privacy Threats

Initially, we tried to use a multi label classifier to classify posts as
either irrelevant, security and privacy related, or misinformation.
We noticed mediocre results with this classifier, possibly due to
the unbalanced nature of our dataset when comparing the number
of misinformation posts with irrelevant posts. We then tried to
use a binary classifier to differentiate misinformation posts from
other irrelevant or security and privacy related posts. Similar to
the first classifier model, this also yielded mediocre results due to
an unbalanced dataset. We then built a binary classifier to detect
Zoom’s security and privacy posts. We used the groundtruth dataset
created in Section 4.2, where we combined the misinformation posts
with Zoom’s security and privacy set and labeled them as “0,” and
labeled irrelevant posts as “1.” We built one classifier for each of
the four platforms as each platform gives a different style of data,
e.g., Twitter allows up to 280 characters while there is no constraint
on that of Facebook posts. To build our supervised classifiers, we
used n-gram features. We found that a mix of uni-gram & bi-gram
features provide a better result compared to uni-gram, bi-gram or trigram. Before extracting the features, we performed pre-processing
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Zoom Misinformation Taxonomy

Table 6: Performance of classifiers detecting posts about
Zoom security and privacy.

Sources

Altered
Videos/Photos

Structural

Post
Lingustic

URL
Redirection

Invalid URLs

Platform

Network

Authors
Reach

Instagram
Verified?

Facebook

Similar
Source

Reddit
Accusation
Post Type

Misleading

Specific
Nation(s)

Logic Flaws

Specific
businesses

Propgates
Consipiracy

Twitter

Accuracy
0.94
(+/- 0.02)
0.91
(+/- 0.02)
0.93
(+/- 0.01)
0.81
(+/- 0.02)

F1-Score
0.93
(+/- 0.02)
0.91
(+/- 0.02)
0.93
(+/- 0.02)
0.81
(+/- 0.01)

Precision
0.93
(+/- 0.04)
0.91
(+/- 0.02)
0.93
(+/- 0.02)
0.81
(+/- 0.03)

Recall
0.94
(+/- 0.01)
0.91
(+/- 0.04)
0.93
(+/- 0.03)
0.81
(+/- 0.01)

Biased

Table 7: Percentage of Zoom’s security and privacy posts.
Security

Privacy

Zoombombing

Survillance

Hacking

Data Mining

Malware

Phishing

Data Theft

Encryption

NSA
Backdoor

Encryption

Platform
Instagram
Facebook
Reddit
Twitter

Zoom’s security & privacy
551 (15%)
11,400 (16%)
627 (11%)
2,927 (61%)

Irrelevant
3,034
59,890
5,240
1,900

Figure 7: Zoom Misinformation Taxonomy

on our dataset, removed stop words, emojis, hashtags, and URLs.
We vectorized our data using the TF-IDF [55].
Since our groundtruth dataset for each platform was unbalanced
(see Table 4), we employed several oversampling techniques, such as
RandomOversampler, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) [33], and Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADASYN) [49]
using the imbalanced-learn library [65] and we tested multiple classification algorithms such as Random Forests, SVM, Naive-Bayes
& Multi-Layer neural network using the scikit-learn library [78].
To evaluate our classifiers, we used k-cross validation, where 𝑘 = 3.
From our analysis we found that RandomOversampler was the best
for Instagram, however, SMOTE provides better results for Facebook and Reddit. We did not oversample Twitter data because the
groundtruth for this platform was already balanced. Table 6 shows
the classification performance of Random Forrest classifier as it
provided the best accuracy across all four platforms.
After developing classifiers that can detect posts related to Zoom’s
security and privacy, we ran the classifier on the whole dataset
obtained from all the platforms. Table 7 shows the number and
percentage of posts that discuss Zoom’s security and privacy. As
you can see, the percentage of security and privacy-related posts
in our Instagram, Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter datasets are 15%,
16%, 11%, and 61%.

4.5

Detecting Misinformation about Zoom’s
Security and Privacy Threats

To estimate the prevalence of misinformation about Zoom’s security
and privacy issues, we developed another classifier, which receives
posts related to Zoom’s security and privacy and detect if they
are misinformation. We trained a new binary classifier for each
platform, using our already labeled groundtruth dataset.
4.5.1 Textual and Contextual Feature Selection. Textual Features:
For each platform, we extracted bi-grams and uni-grams from all the
posts and considered the top 100 of them with the highest values of
TF-IDF, which resulted in 37 uni-grams and 63 bi-grams. We tested

our classifiers with 100, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 top n-grams, and
across all platforms but Instagram, 100 provided the best results,
while 500 provided the best results for Instagram. Contextual
Features: Along with the textual features obtained from the posts,
we extracted a set of contextual features from the meta-data, which
include: (1) Taxonomy-inspired features: Creating the taxonomy,
we found some features that are more apparent in misinformation
posts. For example, in terms of post linguistics, they tend to have
all CAPS content, in terms of network structure, they tend to have
a large audience, and are verified, or in terms of sources, tend to
provide altered videos or photos. Inspired by these properties, we
used the following contextual features: word counts, noun counts,
pronouns counts, number of all CAPS words, misspelled words count,
verified account, followers count, has a photo/video and has a URL.
(2) Reaction-inspired features: Posts can get some reaction, e.g., likes,
retweets/shares, comments, etc. We used appropriate statistical tests,
such as Mann-Whitney U test, T-Test, & Chi-Square test, to examine
if such features are statistically different across the classes.
Based on the test results, we used the following features: for
Instagram, likes count, for Facebook, the number of likes, comments,
and shares, for Reddit, the number of likes, and comments, for Twitter, we did not find the number of likes and retweets significant,
therefore we did not use them. (3) Features based on account characteristics: Having access to Twitter account meta-data, we examined
if any of the account characteristics can distinguish misinformation posters. We used the following features: tweets count, profile
description length, account age, listed count, and has a profile image.
4.5.2 Classifiers. Since our dataset is highly unbalanced, we used
several oversampling techniques mentioned in the previous section,
and we found RandomOverSampler provides the best results for Instagram and Reddit classifiers, and SMOTE provides the best results
for Facebook and Twitter classifiers. Also, we found that out of the
five machine learning algorithms, Random Forest provides the best
accuracy across the four platforms. We compared the results of the
different algorithms after performing hyperparameter tuning using
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Table 8: The performance of misinformation detection classifiers
Platform
Instagram
Facebook
Reddit
Twitter

Accuracy
0.98
(+/- 0.01)
0.99
(+/- 0.00)
0.99
(+/- 0.01)
0.98
(+/- 0.01)

F1 Score
0.98
(+/- 0.02)
0.99
(+/- 0.01)
0.99
(+/- 0.01)
0.98
(+/- 0.02)

Precision
0.98
(+/- 0.01)
0.99
(+/- 0.00)
0.99
(+/- 0.00)
0.98
(+/- 0.02)

Recall
0.98
(+/- 0.02)
0.99
(+/- 0.01)
0.99
(+/- 0.01)
0.98
(+/- 0.01)

Table 9: The percentage of misinformation in each platform.

Platform
Instagram
Facebook
Reddit
Twitter

Misinformation
16 (3%)
2,115 (10%)
25 (4%)
10 (0.4%)

Unique users
9
1,517
22
8

4.5.3 Results. Finally, we employed our trained classifiers on the
posts that are related to security and privacy to detect those that are
misinformation. Table 9 shows the percentage of misinformation
posts per platform. About 3% of posts on Instagram, 10% of them
on Facebook and 4% and 0.4% of them on Reddit and Twitter are
misinformation. When comparing our results with groundtruth
dataset, we find that we are at par for Instagram and Facebook

Instagram
Twitter
Facebook
Reddit

0.025
0.020

Misinformation rate

the GridSearchCV feature from sklearn in Python. Hyperparameter
tuning conducts an exhaustive search over the parameters to find
the best combination of parameters. Table 8 shows all classifiers,
using k-cross validation (𝑘 = 3), have great performance.
We further verified if our classifiers show consistent performance
by randomly choosing 100 posts from each platform, manually
labeling them, and computing the accuracy on these testing tests.
We found that about 98% accuracy in the case of Instagram, 97% in
the case of Reddit, 97% for Facebook, and 98% for Twitter, which is
similar to those obtained during cross-validation.
We examined feature importance in the trained Random Forest model to understand which of the features have a higher importance in the classification tasks. The top 10 features and their
scores for each model are: Facebook: no. of all CAPS words (0.083),
word count (0.081), company (0.052), behind (0.046), hey (0.045), live
(0.037), police (0.036), state (0.036), data (0.035), and set (0.035). Reddit: company (0.116), China (0.087), no. of likes (0.066), word count
(0.060), security (0.050), make (0.047), privacy (0.043), use (0.042),
Zoom (0.040), and No. of all CAPS words (0.039). Instagram: Zoom
(0.084), No. of all CAPS words (0.034), word count (0.033), security
(0.029), away (0.029), would (0.029), virus (0.028), say (0.028), no. of
likes (0.026), and news (0.023). Twitter: Has photo/video (0.072),
URL in Tweet (0.070), account age (0.049), say (0.043), has a profile
image (0.042), privacy (0.041), window (0.038), tweets count (0.036),
Zoom (0.031), and followers count (0.030). As you can see, the top
features for each platform span a variety of feature categories, including textual features such as n-grams, and contextual features,
consisting of taxonomy-, reaction-, and account- inspired features.

0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000

/19 /19 /19 /19 /19 /19 /19 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20 /20
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Figure 8: Misinformation growth rate.

with the ratio of misinformation posts: total security and privacy
posts (3% vs 3% & 10% vs 10%). For Reddit, we found a little more
misinformation than our groundtruth (4% vs. 2%), while for Twitter
we obtained fewer misinformation posts than our groundtruth
dataset (0.4% vs 2%). These amounts of misinformation per platform
highlight that individual platforms should dedicate resources to
curb the spread of misinformation about cybersecurity & privacy.
4.5.4 Growth of Misinformation. To understand the growth of misinformation about Zoom security and privacy issues, Figure 8 shows
the percentages of posts that our classifiers detected as misinformation over time. The black line represents the time when multiple
states in the US went into COVID-19 lockdown [3]. As you can see,
Twitter, Instagram, & Reddit follow similar patterns. However, in
the case of Facebook, there are posts that were in 2019, informing
users about Zoom’s security and privacy threats. We then manually
inspected the posts, to understand what issues were being talked
about Zoom. Our analysis revealed that, in the month of July 2019,
users were discussing Zoom hit by DoS, however, we found that
Zoom had a new zero-day vulnerability and not a DoS attack [2].
We see a sudden spike, in the number of misinformation posts first
on Facebook around February 2020, and then subsequent spikes
in Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit after March 2020. Our analysis
revealed that users were claiming that Zoom is malware, a tool
by the Chinese Communist party to spy on people, etc., however,
these claims have been refuted [12, 13]. The plot shows a higher
percentage of misinformation posted on Facebook when compared
to other platforms. This might be because misinformation news is
easier to be spread on Facebook due to a number of factors such as
the users of Facebook, their moderation policies and also posting
techniques.

5

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis on phishing misinformation gives a lower bound of
the misinformation on Twitter because we had access to a 1% sample of Twitter data. Similarly, in our second study, the size of our
datasets was restricted by CrowdTangle. Also, not having access to
the followers and friends of users, we could not detect and analyze
possible campaigns. In the future, we would extend our study to understand the impact of these misinformation websites on businesses
and anti-phishing tools. We would also investigate the diffusion of
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cybersecurity and privacy misinformation on various social networks and examine if they are different from that of political or
public health misinformation.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work, we first examined the correctness of Twitter reports
about websites being phishing. In total, we found that about 9% of all
obfuscated URLs and about 22% of tweets about phishing websites
are misinformation. Second, we examined the correctness of posts,
about Zoom’s security and privacy threats, that were shared on
Twitter, Instagram, Reddit, and Facebook.
Using a set of textual and contextual features, we built supervised
classifiers to identify posts discussing the security and privacy of
Zoom, and to detect misinformation in our whole dataset. Our
classifiers showed great performance across all four platforms.
We found about 3%, 10%, 4% and 0.4% of posts on Instagram,
Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter, as misinformation, respectively. Our
results show that misinformation about cybersecurity and privacy
not only is present on social media platforms but also are prevalent.
Therefore, the community needs to further study the misinformation on cybersecurity and investigate its impact on end-users and
threat intelligence tools.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Comparison of Account Characteristics of
Users Posting Phishing Reports
Table 10 statistically describes the user accounts with true and false
claims,
as well as those in our random dataset. If a user had posted both
true and false claims, we considered them in both sets. To have
a baseline for comparing accounts’ characteristics, we collected a
random set of 1.1M tweets, using the Twitter streaming API from
October 5th 2021 to October 11th 2021.
To minimize the bias towards users with higher posting rates,
we randomly sampled 20K users out of 789K unique users.
Followers and listed counts can indicate the visibility of accounts.
Twitter listed counts can indicate that the user is known for
some topic or expertise. These two variables do not follow a normal
distribution, and therefore, to compare users, we ran Mann-Whitney
U tests. The results
show that accounts who post true claims about phishing websites,
on average have lower number of followers (𝑀𝑒𝑑 = 302 vs. 𝑀𝑒𝑑 =
321, 𝑝 < 0.05) compared to those in the random dataset. However,
we could not reject the null hypothesis that users with false and
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true claims have the same distribution of followers counts, and that
users with false claims and random users have the same distribution
of followers counts.
The results also show that accounts who post false and true
claims about phishing websites, on average have been listed more
(𝑀𝑒𝑑 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 10 vs. 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 1, 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 6 vs. 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 1,
𝑝 < 0.001) compared to those in the random dataset. This indicates that users with false and true claims are known for more
expertise compared to random users. Also, accounts who post false
claims about phishing websites, on average have been listed more
(𝑀𝑒𝑑 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 10 vs. 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 6, 𝑝 < 0.001) compared to those who
post true claims. Interestingly this suggests that accounts with false
claims are more likely to be known for some expertise.
We also compared other account characteristics related to identifiability of accounts, including: verified, profile image, account age,
length of profile description, and URL. Depending on the type of
variable, we ran t-test or chi-square tests to compare the distributions. We found that on average users with true and false claims
have older accounts than random users (𝑀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 7 vs 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 4)
(𝑡 = 65.05, 𝑝 < 0.001), and (𝑀 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 6 vs 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 4) (𝑡 = 7.50,
𝑝 < 0.001), respectively, and users with false and true claims have
a longer profile description than random users (𝑀 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 84 vs
𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 69) (𝑡 = 3.87, 𝑝 < 0.001), and (𝑀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 87 vs 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 69)
(𝑡 = 29.82, 𝑝 < 0.001), respectively.
Running chi-square tests for the binary variables, we found
that users who post false and true claims are more likely to have
a URL compared to random users, (𝑀 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 0.42 vs. 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 =
0.29) (𝑋 2 = 11.72, 𝑝 < 0.001) and (𝑀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 0.46 vs. 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 =
0.29) (𝑋 2 = 849.81, 𝑝 < 0.001), respectively. In addition, users
who post false and true claims are more likely to have a profile
image compared to random users (𝑀 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 0.48 vs. 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 0.76)
(𝑋 2 = 64.80, 𝑝 < 0.001) and (𝑀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 0.47 vs. 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 0.76)
(𝑋 2 = 2, 576.58, 𝑝 < 0.001), respectively. Moreover, accounts who
post true claims are more likely to be verified compared to random
users (𝑀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 0.02 vs. 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 0.008) (𝑋 2 = 216.84, 𝑝 < 0.001).
However, we could not reject the null hypotheses that users with
false and true claims have the same distributions of the identifiability
characteristics. Interestingly, this result is not consistent with that
of other works that show less identifiable accounts tend to send
malicious content and misinformation [92, 93, 107]. This can be
because these accounts are more likely to post technical content,
and have already established themselves as experts in some domain.

A.2

Zoom Post Examples

Table 11 gives some examples of the posts that were manually labeled. The first row talks about how Zoom is a privacy disaster and
is corrupt, the tweet provides a link that goes to the Guardian website, hence we labeled it as Zoom’s security and privacy. The second
example is saying that “No end-to-end encryption for call,” which
is not true because Zoom addressed this issue back in February of
2020 (check this article [12]), and this post was tweeted on April
24th. Hence, we labeled this post as misinformation. The last row is
discussing a Japanese fashion brand now sells T-shirts for #Zoom,
which is irrelevant.
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Table 10: Descriptive statistics of our final datasets.
Users with true claims

Users with false claims

Random Users

Feature

Type

Mean

Min

Max

Median

Mean

Min

Max

Median

Mean

Min

Max

Median

Followers
Friends
Tweets
Listed Count
Profile Descr.
Account Age
URL in Profile
Profile Image
Verified

Count
Count
Count
Count
Count
Count
Bool.
Bool.
Bool.

6,210
1,347
29,972
101
87
7
0.46
0.47
0.02

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

12,000,344
274,824
3,427,366
14,432
229
15
1
1
1

302
416
4,883
6
98
8
NA
NA
NA

2,049
1,264
60,293
110
84
6
0.42
0.48
0.01

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

35,241
21,700
2,233,656
6,785
175
14
1
1
1

426
458
5,426
10
81
6
NA
NA
NA

3,628
1,210
32,244
19
69
4
0.29
0.76
0.008

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

2,148,896
963,934
5,982,184
18,863
200
14
1
1
1

321
420
8,921
1
57
3
NA
NA
NA

Table 11: Examples of posts and assigned labels.
No.
1

2

3

Post

Label

Security researchers have called Zoom “a privacy disas- Zoom’s security & privacy
ter” and “fundamentally corrupt” as allegations of the
company mishandling user data snowball #Data #Breach
#Zoom https://t.co/r3NcjsmuAB
@XXX CEO @XXX: With the popularity of #Zoom, some Misinformation
security concerns have come to light-No end-to-end encryption for call- Sale of user data and analytics without
disclosing or proper authorization. #UpskillGang #MilimaCyberAwareness @XXX’ [Tweeted on April 24th
2020]
[#coronavirus] Japanese fashion brand now sells T-shirts Irrelevant
for #Zoom mtg. Change the color and design but basically only simple green T-shirts. Using the technology
of virtual back ground and change as you like See below
news. Seems to be nice! https://t.co/8lTMxtzKZb

Reason
Satisfies all the criteria and link goes to
“Guardian” website

Fails to provide evidence and that no endto end encryption is false (check this article [12]) and that it sells user data (check
this article [13])

Not about cybersecurity

